
amended, the EPA will have the authority to 
ask questions, seek more information and even 
require companies to conduct additional stud-
ies to ensure that chemicals are safe.

The US law requires less information about 
chemicals up front than Europe’s pioneering 
chemical-safety legislation, but the two regu-
latory approaches should have similar results, 
says Richard Denison, a biochemist who 
tracks chemical safety for the Environmental 
Defense Fund.

“The EPA now has to make an affirmative 
finding that a chemical is safe in order for that 
chemical to go on the market,” he says. Moreo-
ver, Denison notes, the legislation allows the 
EPA to determine the risks posed by a chemi-
cal without considering the economic implica-
tions of that decision. 

The revised law will also restrict companies’ 
ability to withhold information about chemi-
cals from the public by arguing that the data 
are a trade secret. Whereas most claims for 
confidentiality sail through under the current 
law, Denison says that the amended statute will 
require firms to provide detailed explanations 
for why the information they submit to the 
EPA should remain secret.

This change, along with the EPA’s new ability 
to review more chemicals, will give researchers 
and the public greater access to information 
about chemicals in the environment.

How did the new bill arise?
Lawmakers in Congress have debated whether 
— and how — to revise the TSCA since at least 
2005. But repeated efforts to overhaul the law 
failed as politicians debated how to expand the 
EPA’s authority to regulate chemicals without 
stifling commercial innovation.

The chemical industry initially opposed 
efforts to reform the TSCA, but gradually 
changed its position as state and interna-
tional chemical regulation expanded. When 
a Republican proposal to amend the TSCA 
gained momentum in 2013, Democrats began 
to join the effort and a compromise slowly 
emerged.

The House passed its own TSCA reform bill 
in June, and the Senate approved its bill leg-
islation in December. For months, lawmak-
ers have been hammering out a compromise 
measure that blends aspects of the House bill 
with the major components of the Senate leg-
islation.

The result is a deal with broad bipartisan 
backing in Congress, and endorsements from 
the White House and industry. Many envi-
ronmental groups have expressed cautious 
support for the legislation, but remain con-
cerned about its recommended funding lev-
els, the continuing requirement to consider 
costs when developing regulations, and provi-
sions that could allow the federal government 

to override state regulation of chemicals.

What comes next?
After the bill is enacted, the EPA will draw 
up rules for its new review process, which 
includes determining the fees that compa-
nies will need to pay to submit chemicals for 
government review. The legislation allows the 
agency to collect up to US$25 million per year 
in fees to supplement its budget for chemical 
regulation, which is intended to cover roughly 
one-quarter of the total programme cost.

The EPA must also figure out which of the 
85,000-odd chemicals in its inventory are still 
in use. The agency will survey companies that 
make and use chemicals to revise its list. Once 
that’s done, agency scientists can go through 
the list and prioritize those chemicals that 
merit a safety review. ■

CORRECTION
The figure given for the planting of super 
soya bean in the News Feature ‘Frugal 
farming’ (Nature 533, 308–310; 2016) 
should have been 67,000 hectares, not 
1 million. In addition, the feature failed 
to make it clear that Jonathan Lynch was 
joking when he suggested that students 
should “drop acid”.
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